Everything you need to know about the alien life form
Updated: Saturday, August 18, 2018
We’re calling them the ‘life forms.’
Some, like Dr. Amon Teicher in the Australian series will tell the survivors, they
are ‘sentient’ but that doesn’t stop the survivors who have witnessed humanity’s
genocide from wanting revenge.
Here’s everything you need to know to get started.
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They are ubiquitous throughout space
They live in dark space
They are dormant until they detect chemical signals of a biosphere turning
toxic due to the activities of the indigenous intelligent life form, generally
caused by overbreeding
They arrive through a portal, likely a mini wormhole into the upper
atmosphere
In their first form, in a new biosphere, they are embedded as electrically
charged spores in a weather event. The event covers the entire planet for
a portion of one day and targets the number one predator on that planet
vaporising most of them in the storm but not all of them
The storm is violent and when it is over, a rain of human ash will fall over
your earth
The survivors will be retained by the lifeform so they can;
o take them over and inhabit their human form or
o breed with them because they have the required DNA that will
enable them to create offspring with the Sentient
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Once the life form takes over a human they embed their DNA in our cells
and reboot us
The Sentient do not breed with each other. They require the surviving
humans possessing the right DNA mix to breed
The offspring of human and the life form, in our case, will be Hyper
Sapiens, capable of using touch to ingest life force from any living thing,
meaning, our species no longer has to predate / kill to live. The touch can
also give energy / healing to another living thing
Their arrival means the end for Homo Sapiens
Note; whilst they select some human beings to breed with that doesn’t
mean that their intentions will be reciprocated. They will find ways of
heightening their appearance and sexual allure. They will be aggressive in
their approach
Whilst they select some to live, others who have survived by accident
such as submariners or miners, who do not have the required DNA are
perceived as a threat to the life form and they may kill them using their Tlux emissions
When the lifeform takes over humans, it will take their bodies to water, any
water, a pond, a lake, the ocean, a swimming pool. Their conversion
process creates immense heat
When they arrive on land for the first time, they appear translucent black
and filled with stars. The stars are hundreds of tiny reactors, their
paxornium power source
The life form moderates its operating system and power using Paxornium.
Paxornium is the life form’s own nuclear power source and they bring it
with them. Paxornium provides a core power source but is unstable. They
are in a constant state of decay. Atomization of plant and animal life
stabilizes them. They achieve this by touch
Early on, when they don’t know how powerful they are, they can accidently
kill living things with this touch. Later on, they may choose to do that on
purpose
They can heal or pass on that energy to other living things
Their presence initially disrupts any electrically powered item as does the
initial storm. Later their local presence disrupts local power. They
eventually learn to moderate that outcome, if they choose to
They experience an arc of innocence and wonder through to cynicism and
hate
Their sexuality is wild, animal and focused
Some are capable of transforming to take on the full human form. The
process is painful and creates a great deal of heat
Not all of the lifeforms can master the human form to manifest the look of
their original host. Most will remain translucent black with the star thing
going on. Only a small portion will become the Alphas, capable of
manifesting the full form of their host and breeding
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The Alphas will have a following of the formless who are naturally geared
to support them but this starts to goes wrong when the human personality
imprint takes over
The lifeform masters our operating system, enabling peak performance so
the fat lose weight, the skinny gut muscles etc. They are strong, nimble
and fast. In short they become leaner meaner and keener
They emit T-lux rays to scan. The scanning creates resonance within
objects. They can determine what is in a room or environment by using
that scanning. The city sounds like a Tibetan singing bowl with their
presence
They are aural-centric. They see sound and hear it in greater depth/detail
They can also be shocked or disabled by a loud sound like a flashbang
So, where does it go wrong?
o The difference between the Alphas and the formless, (the
translucent black lifeforms) creates envy on the part of the
formless. They cannot have what the Alphas can
o The expectation that the formless must serve the Alphas creates
resentment and leaders rise up among the formless
o When the Alphas meet someone from their host’s past, it triggers
emotional bonds. Just the smell, look or touch will do it. They can
become ‘attached or fixated to one human, for example a former
partner, and that can lead to extreme action against anyone who
threatens that bond even if that bond is not reciprocated
o As they become more and more human they struggle to cope with
the basics of the human journey, lust, desire, loneliness, jealousy
and so forth
o Most of the human survivors perceive the life forms as either
§ demons
§ dangerous
§ an opportunity for enslavement
§ an opportunity to master their power
All of the above result in human attacks, capture, torture and
radicalization of the life forms.

Those that escape are permanently altered and filled with hatred and a need for
revenge. As the lifeform is telepathic, it communicates this hate like a virus
spreading it to the others and creating an army.
The life forms then learn when they combine their forces and their T-lux
emissions they can use the vibration of their emissions to shatter guns, knees,
explode hearts, eyeballs, buildings and do some really terrifying things.
They come and go in less than 11 years. Just enough time to breed and raise
children to basic awareness. It is a one way trip for this life form. They do not
survive. Their legacy is their offspring, the hyper sapiens.
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They can talk. They rarely do. Why? It’s like owning a Soviet Lada and a
German Porsche. Yes, you can choose to drive the Soviet Lada but why would
you?
• They feel no need for small talk
• They are telepathic at visual distance, (with each other)
• They can touch you to impart what they have seen and felt. You will see
and experience the same events
So, when do they talk?
Save it for dramatic moments. In the Australian series, the life form named, ‘The
Beast’ by the survivors is being systematically tortured when one of the religious
zealot survivors asks the question, ‘Who sent you?’ The Beast replies, ‘God.’
Perhaps the first and last words spoken by this character but WOW.
They are part of God’s plan for intelligent life in the universe and they know it.
As we grow near to the end of the series we will see four of the strongest of the
Sentient leaders wage a war against the human survivors. They will be known as
the ‘riders of the apocalypse.’ This is not biblical prophecy being played out. This
is the actions of zealot survivors manifesting an outcome of their own making.
Conclusion
All of this hopefully creates significant drama and action possibilities.
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